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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD. New Elite Buildings. Volume and Structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The supply volume in the Moscow elite primary market amounted to approx 147, 9 thous. sq. m. of residential
space in 29 residential complexes in August 2010. The largest supply volume (more than 80%) could be
observed in such districts as Khamovniki, Tverskoy, Presnensky and Zamoskvorechie. The market experiences
supply volume reduction as before: the most liquid offers leave the market gradually, some new buildings are
temporally off sales as before, new properties do not enter the market.
As far as demand is concerned, August 2010 was characterized by the lowest buying activity in comparison
with the previous months of the year. The number of incoming requests to Blackwood for the purchase of
apartments decreased by 27% in August in comparison with the previous month. The last summer month is
traditionally characterized by the lowest supply indicators due to the vacation season, and this year situation
worsened by abnormal weather conditions, which caused buyers’ reduced interest in apartments selection.
Supply recovery is expected for the middle of the autumn.
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. New Elite Buildings. Prices

Graph 1.1. Dynamics of prices for elite residential space
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In August 2010 average price for elite new buildings amounted to $17 400 per sq. m. The most expensive
new buildings in August 2010 were traditionally offered in Ostozhenka-Prechistenka ($ 24,540 per sq. m.),
Presnensky district ($ 23,400 per sq. m.) and Yakimanka ($ 17,270 per sq. m.). The average price in the
secondary elite market in August 2010 reached $ 23,640 per sq. m. The most expensive districts are
Ostozhenka-Prechistenka ($29, 350 per sq. m.), Tverskoy ($ 26,540 per sq.m.) and Khamovniki ($ 25,200 per
sq.m.).
In the last summer month prices in the elite residential market remained stable. Supply structure change and
currency rate fluctuations caused minor decrease of the average level of dollar prices (0,2-0,5%) in August 2010.
No direct growth of prices was observed. However, some developers plan to raise prices for their properties
already in September 2010.
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

August 2010 showed some signs of recovery in the office real estate market after the traditional summer lull:
several deals on premises lease were concluded (see the Spreadsheet below), the office purchase market
preserved a rather high activity – another large transaction was reported in August, which was concluded
between Centurion Group developer and “Evraz group” metallurgical holding. The latter acquired “West Gates”
complex measuring 64 thous. sq. m. for $ 160 mln. to locate its headquarters there. Another positive piece of
news for the office market was the information about “Transneft” possible acquisition of TNK-BP headquarters in
Arbat measuring 47,2 thous. sq.m. These transactions confirm the “crisis” trends, established in the last 1,5
years in the market – the main players are still large raw-material companies and state corporations, aimed at
high-quality office premises acquisition, which remains rather profitable in the existing market conditions.
At the same time investment fund of the office real estate market remains predominantly negative: it was
reported in August about KanAm German investfund refusal of the Vivaldi Plaza multifunctional complex
purchase, measuring 66,6 thous. sq.m. near Paveletsky railway station, this fact confirms existing in the market
fears of large institutional investors to enter large-scale office projects, unfilled with tenants.
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental Rates*. Commissioned Properties. Announced Projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

Rental rates and prices in the office premises market remain stable. Raise for separate projects of the highest
quality, predominantly for the finished blocks in the turn-key condition, can be observed. At the same time the
factor of bargaining over a price in the lease deals and premises purchase has less and less influence. There
appeared deals in the market, concluded at prices and rates higher than initially requested.

Spreadsheet. Some lease/purchase transactions in the office real estate market, August 2010
Buyer/Tenant

Property name

Leased/purchased
Space

Address

Transaction Type

“Evraz Froup”

“West Gates” BC

64 000 sq. m

Belovezhskaya str.

Purchase

Coca-cola

“Corpus Cnopa” BC
“Danilovskaya Manifacture 1867”

1 160 sq. m

9, Novodanilovskaya emb.

Lease, 5 years

ОАО “Enel OGK-5”

“Pavlovsky” BC

4 750 sq. m

Pavlovskaya str.

Lease

“United Bakers”

“Dvintsev” BC

1 000 sq. m

14, Dvintsev str.

Lease

* - hereinafter the rental rates are indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX
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RETAIL MARKET
Map 3.1. Professional retail centers delivery, Moscow

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The most striking event in the professional retail real estate market in August was the technical opening of
“Kluchevoy” retail center of district type in Borisovskie prudi str. The total area of RC amounts to 26,000 sq. m.,
leaseable area is 13, 700 sq. m.; the developer of the project is ZAO “Ferro-Stroy”. The anchor tenant of the
retail center is “Victoria” supermarket. At the moment of RC opening the share of vacant area was at 10-13%
level, which is a good indicator for a new property. Location of the retail center in the immediate vicinity of
residential buildings (though in the distance from metro stations) and the absence of properties-competitors of
the similar scale nearby make it possible to predict the property’s success and its demand among visitors.
Another important event in the retail real estate market was the report about the forthcoming delivery of
Wendy’s fast food restaurants in Russia. Wenrus Restaurant Group Limited, affiliated to “Food Service Capital”
company became the Russian partner of the chain. The company plans to open 180 restaurants during 10
years, the main emphasis will be made on the cities with less than 500,000 people population, where
competition among fast-food operators will be weaker, while both in Moscow and in St.-Petersburg 10
restaurants will be opened. It is expected that the first property of the chain will be opened in Q1 2011 in one of
the retail centers of Moscow. Thus, the forthcoming years will be the period of considerable strengthening of
competition in the segment of fast food restaurants: existing in the market chains (both the largest players –
McDonalds and “Rostics-KFC” and recently opened Burger King), continue their active development policy; new
chains delivery is announced: besides Wendy’s the market also expects Nordsee fish snackbars opening.
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Map 3.2. Rental rates for retail space by administrative districts of Moscow

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

August is traditionally the month of the lowest business activity with practically total absence of deals and
significant dynamics of rental rates. Thus, the level of rates and vacant areas settled at the end of Q2 2010
remained characteristic for the street retail segment in August. Also the situation when the total area of offered
for lease premises exceeds the summary vacant area is still characteristic for the segment.
The further growth of rental rates, which was outlined as far back as in H1, may be expected already by Q4
2010. A positive dynamics of rental rates for the most prestigious retail corridors may reach 15-20% versus the
end of 2009. Besides, in all probability the decrease of vacant areas level to 1-5% may be observed.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Hotel market structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In August supply in the hotel market of Moscow increased by 170 rooms due to the SK Royal hotel opening
(the developer is Tashir GC) at the crossing of the Dmitrovskoe highway and MKAD. The hotel is positioned at
the boarder of medium and high segments and is under independent developer management. The vicinity to the
Sheremetievo airport and Crocus Expo exhibition complex defines the main orientation of the property on
business tourists. According to Tashir GC plans, this hotel brand will become a hotel chain and will be developed
in regional cities, where at the present moment “3-4* business” hotel niche remains vacant.
Another important event of August was the opening of Park Inn hotel (enters Rezidor Hotel Group) for 225
rooms in Veliky Novgorod: the reconstructed Bresta-hotel entered the market under a new brand. As a result, the
Park Inn became the first hotel in the city under international operator management.
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Map 4.2. New hotel properties delivery, Moscow

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

International hotel operators continue to implement active development policy in Russian regional cities.
Thus, in August it became known about the signing of a franchise contract between Hilton Hotels Corporation
and OOO “Luch” concerning the Hilton Garden Inn hotel opening in Omsk for 180 rooms by 2014. Another hotel
under Hilton brand for 176 rooms will be opened in the city by 2013. Currently only one hotel under international
operator management is functioning in Omsk: Ibis Sibir Omsk for 168 rooms.
A collaborative project of another hotel operator – Accor Group – and Kesco company implies construction of
5 hotels in such cities as Ufa (2 hotels), Krasnodar, Novorossiysk, St.-Petersburg, there are no hotels under
international operators management yet, which simplifies the process of entering the market and conquering its
share.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Cottage settlements. Market volume and structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In August 2010 the countryside residential market of Moscow Region experienced stagnation and decrease
of demand. Unusual for Moscow Region hot weather, set in August, as well as smog, which covered Moscow
and Moscow Region, practically paralyzed activity in the countryside market. Demand for countryside
households declined considerably due to the fact that many potential buyers of high-budget real estate left
Moscow Region for a long term. The buyers, who stayed in Moscow, were not ready to go to see the properties.
Due to the weather conditions, as well as seasonal activity decline, the countryside residential market of
Moscow Region saw the formation of deferred demand in August 2010, the implementation of which is
forecasted for the autumn of 2010.
It should be noted that on the whole the volume of deferred demand, formed in summer 2010 turned out to
be even higher than last year indicators, stated in the very climax of the crisis, which began in the autumn of
2008.
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. Delivered countryside projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In August delivery of new countryside settlements continued in the countryside residential market of Moscow
Region. The leader by the number of delivered settlements was Kaskad Family company, which began the
implementation of the following projects: “Zikovsky Uezd” at 78 km of Novorizhskoe direction, “Dolmatovo” at 28
km of Kashirskoe direction and “Velyaminovsky Uezd” at 48 km of Kashirskoe direction. It should be noted that
the company plans to begin implementation of another 5 projects in the short time, the majority of which will be
also located in Kashirskoe direction.
The implementation of a new settlement “Lesniye Ozera” (“Forest Lakes”), located at 85 km of Yaroslavskoe
direction began within the framework of a rather successful countryside project “Dalnie Dachi”. The developer of
the large-scale project “Capitan Club”, including cottage settlements “Rozhdestvenno” and “Novikovo”, began
the implementation of a new settlement “Valley”, located at 100 km of Simferopolskoe direction. The
implementation of the “Tiliktinskie dachi” project began in 5 km from the Istrinskoe water reservoir at 64 km of
Novorizhskoe direction.
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Map 5.3. Moscow Region. Countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In August 2010 the average level of prices for the countryside residential properties of Moscow Region
remained at the same level. However, many market players forecast the implementation of the deferred demand
and the prices growth for liquid properties, which are close to completion, in August 2010. It should be noted that
prices growth may touch not only high-budget real estate, but also economy-segment real estate.
For instance, in the countryside cottage settlement “Serebryanaya Podkova”, located within 15 km from
MKAD between the Varshavskoe and the Novokashirskoe highways, the prices growth by 5% is planned in
September. Developers of the projects “Zhuravli” in Mozhaysky region and the “Pushkinskaya dubrava” at the
Yaroslavskoe highway announced the termination of the promotion actions activity, completion of special price
programs and installment programs.
In addition to it, in September 2010, 10-15% prices growth is planned in all countryside settlements of Villagio
Estate company, which are at the primary stage of implementation.
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